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Combining French design and attention to detail 
with European technology, engineering and driving 
dynamics, Renault Megane Hatch and Wagon bring 
the flair and performance this segment has been 
waiting for.

Renault Megane Hatch and Wagon are true driver’s 
cars that are just as happy performing your daily 
driving duties.

Stylish design.
Innovative 
technology.



Renault Megane Hatch and Wagon are 
immediately recognisable as the latest creation 
of the Renault design philosophy ’Emotion in 
Motion’. The bold front grille, signature LED ’C’ 
shape running lights* and wide front track give  
it a distinctive muscular stance.

Renault Megane’s seamless profile, with 
its accentuated shoulders and subtly flared 
wheel arches, is a perfect example of how 
clean, uncluttered design delivers beautiful 
simplicity. From the rear, the elongated 
horizontal tail lights accentuate the surprising 
breadth of the car. 

Emotion 
in Motion.

*Not available on Life



Emotion 
in Motion.





Renault’s Formula 1® experience is evident across all aspects of 
the Megane Hatch and Wagon GT, especially with its 4CONTROL 
four wheel steering.

At low speeds, 4CONTROL turns the rear wheels in the opposite 
direction to the front wheels. Above 80 km/h, both sets of wheels 
turn in the same direction. The result is unparalleled grip for 
optimal road holding. It’s steering you can feel.

Renault Megane GT has a wider wheelbase to deliver more road 
grip and overall stability. Renault Sport engineers have delivered 
a chassis that is perfectly balanced - a must for any performance 
vehicle.

To help keep you in the perfect driving position, ergonomic sport 
seats with Alcantara upholstery hug your body around tight 
corners, reducing driver body roll. And with R.S. Drive (ESC control), 
Multi-downshift, Launch Control and aluminium paddle shifters, 
you will know this is a very special vehicle, developed with the 
knowledge and experience of over 100 years involvement 
in motorsport.

Renault Megane GT.



Make your Renault Megane Hatch or Wagon really yours. Choose 
from five different settings for the interior LED lighting*, the dash 
display, rear and door lighting to create a cabin ambiance that 
suits whatever mood you are in.

Then engage the BOSE® premium sound system^, settle into 
the supremely comfortable ergonomic front seats and your new 
Megane is ready to go.

As you would expect from a French car brand, the attention to 
detail within the cabin is very deliberate with meticulous design. 
The dash is sleek with a non-scratch and soft-to-touch finish. 
Upper door panels and the console are all presented with either 
supple leather or light-weight Alcantara padding and the Iron Blue 
inserts* bring a splash of colour throughout the cabin. 

Brushed chrome highlights the air vents, gear lever and dash 
display. The steering wheel is wrapped in rich Nappa full grain 
leather* and feels as good as it looks. 

Although there’s little chance you’ll ever let someone else drive, 
there is excellent rear leg and head room – plenty of room for two 
adults should you need it.

*Standard on the GT and GT-Line variants, not available on Life and Zen variants 
^Optional in the Premium pack for GT-Line and GT variants

Stunning 
inner beauty.

BOOK A TEST DRIVE

http://www.renault.com.au/vehicles/cars/megane/hatch/life?test-drive&vehicle_category=cars&model=megane_hatch
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Think of MULTI-SENSE* as the conductor of an orchestra, 
coordinating all the wonderful technology inside Renault 
Megane Hatch and Wagon to work in perfect harmony. 
Whether you are in the mood for a sporty drive, a smooth, 
relaxed outing, or eco-friendly efficiency, use MULTI-SENSE 
to enjoy a bespoke experience for every drive. 

There are up to five different profiles to choose from -  
Blue for Comfort, Green for Eco^, Red for Sport, Sepia for 
Neutral and Purple for Personalised. While each setting 
is pre-adjusted for a different driving experience, you also 
have the option to create a custom driving profile. Adjust 
the  engine response, transmission changes, steering 
effort and engine tone, as well as a suite of on-board 
instrument design and display combinations. 

MULTI-SENSE can be tailored to be as individual as you 
are and represents a level of technology usually found in 
premium luxury vehicles.

MULTI-SENSE

*Standard on the GT and GT-Line, not available on Life and Zen variants
^Eco profile not available on GT



4CONTROL - Four wheel steering

At higher speeds, the rear wheels turn in the same direction as the 
front wheels, delivering unprecedented driver enjoyment and a driver 
experience that is both sporty and safe. 

If there is one feature that generates more excitement than any other, it’s the 4CONTROL, four wheel steering system 
in the Renault Megane GT. The four-wheel steering chassis is designed to allow the rear wheels to turn as well as 
the front. Apart from an incredibly small turning circle, it delivers phenomenal handling that will impress the most 
seasoned drivers. On twisting, turning roads, 4CONTROL offers dynamic, precision driving and stability.

We call it steering you can feel and it truly sets the Renault Megane GT apart from the competition.

At speeds below 60km/h (below 80km/h in Sport mode), the rear wheels 
turn  2.7° in the opposite direction of the front wheels. 



R-LINK 2
The Renault R-LINK 2 multimedia system controls 
multiple functions via the large capacitive touchscreen. 
With two sizes, either the massive 8.7" portrait* or 
the standard 7" landscape screen, it is responsive, 
ergonomic, luminous, and as easy to use as your 
tablet or smart phone. 

R-LINK 2 allows you to design your own personal home 
screens by choosing the size and position of maps, radio, 
your favourite contacts, and other functions. Just like 
your phone or computer, your Megane Hatch and Wagon’s 
homescreen can be adjusted to prioritise what is most 
important to you. You can create up to six user profiles 
so multiple drivers can have the system pre-set  
to their preferences.

A true control centre, Renault R-LINK 2 also manages the 
MULTI-SENSE* system, the 4CONTROL system on the GT 
and all the driver assistance systems including advanced 
emergency braking system (Inter-urban)^, lane departure 
warning system^, distance warning*, adaptive cruise 
control*, blind spot warning**, plus Easy Park Assist*. 

* Standard on GT and GT-Line, not available on Life and Zen variants
^ Standard on GT and GT-Line, optional on Life and Zen variants
** Standard on GT-Line, not available on Life, Zen and GT variants

Overseas model shown.



Road safety has been an important part of Renault’s culture for over 50 years, leading to innovations that have 
set the standard in automotive safety.  It’s based on a philosophy of building cars that protect occupants in case 
of an accident, but also contain an array of technologies designed to prevent them from happening in the first 
place. Renault Megane is no exception.

Easy Park Assist*

Renault Megane’s parking assistance system measures the parking 
space with its 12 ultrasonic sensors (whether parallel, perpendicular, or 
angled) and defines the parking trajectory. Then it takes over the wheel 
and steers itself while the driver controls the speed and braking. It can 
also help to exit parallel parking spots.

Safety. A cornerstone of Renault cars.

Advanced Emergency Breaking System (AEBS)^

This system is activated between 30km/h and 140km/h and alerts 
the driver if there is a risk of collision with the vehicle in front. If the 
driver reacts insufficiently or not at all, the brakes are activated to 
prevent or mitigate a collision.

Proximity sensors with reversing camera
Renault Megane looks in all directions with sensors that give you an 
audible warning when moving or static objects are too close, as well 
as visual guidelines letting you know exactly how close you are to an 
obstacle.

Blind spot warning
The Renault Megane GT-Line detects vehicles entering your blind 
spot. An indicator light located on each wing mirror will warn you of 
any potential hazards.



Adaptive cruise control*

Easily maintain the appropriate safe following distance between you 
and the vehicle in front. In order to adapt your speed, the adaptive 
cruise control is activated between 50 km/h and 140 km/h. The 
system acts on the brakes when the distance is too short and on the 
accelerator when the road is clear again.

Lane departure warning^

This system is activated above 70 km/h and detects the lane in front 
of the vehicle with a camera and warns the driver audibly if they drift 
into another lane.

* Standard on GT and GT-Line variants, not available on Life and Zen variants
^ Standard on GT and GT-Line variants, optional on Life and Zen variants

Adaptive & Curtain airbags 
Renault Megane Hatch and Wagon protect occupants  
with multi-stage, variable force deployment airbags. This variable 
deployment is determined by the severity of the impact and proximity 
of the driver and front passenger to the dash or steering wheel.
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Enhanced power.
Whether you are a Formula 1® fan or not, our long involvement in motorsport gives us the 
experience and expertise to produce engines that are powerful, responsive, fuel efficient, 
yet still low on emissions. 

ENERGY TCe 205 - GT

The most powerful engine on offer is the ENERGY TCe 205, only 
available on the GT, with a 7-speed dual clutch EDC gearbox. It 
delivers the clean acceleration and pick-up you would expect, and 
when combined with sporting technology such as 4CONTROL, 
Launch Control, and Multi-Shift, the package as a whole is a 
breathtaking and exhilarating driving experience.

GT will go from a standstill to 100km/h in a swift 7.1 seconds.

ENERGY TCe 130 - Life, Zen and GT-Line

Capable of 130 hp at 5,500 rpm and 205 Nm from 2,000 rpm, 
the ENERGY TCe 130 engine offers you the same performance 
as a 2 litre atmospheric engine. Its direct injection and integrated 
turbocharger deliver exceptional responsiveness. It feels eager, 
crisp, yet is surprisingly quiet, operating with a distinctive soft-
edged sound.
  
EDC gearbox

The EDC (Efficient Dual Clutch) automatic gearbox combines 
the comfort of an automatic with the responsiveness of a manual. 
With 7 gears, our EDC delivers flexibility, dynamism and reduced 
fuel consumption. With super quick, seamless gear changes, 
what more could you ask?



Pearl White (QNC) M Mercury Grey (D69) MGlacier White (369) S

Diamond Black (GNE) MIron Blue (RQH) M^ Titanium Grey (KPN) M

Flame Red (NNP) M

S - Solid
M - Metallic
 
^Not available on Life and Zen variants

Colours



MEGANE LIFE

Key features

Dark carbon cloth upholstery

 16" Complea flex wheels

*Bluetooth compatibility may vary depending on phone.

 • Manual or EDC automatic 
transmission available

 • Rear parking sensors with 
reversing camera

 • Dual zone climate control 
air conditioning

 • R-LINK 2 – Arkamys multimedia 
system with 7" capacitive touchscreen, 
8 speakers, AUX, USB, and 
fingertip controls

 • Dusk sensing headlights and 
rain sensing wipers

 • Cruise control with speed limiter
 • Bluetooth® audio streaming 
with phone pairing*

 • LED daytime running lights
 • 16" Complea flex wheels
 • Remote central locking with Renault 
Smart Key Card

 • Front and rear curtain airbags
 • Driver and passenger adaptive 
front airbags

 • Lateral pelvis and chest-level airbags 
for driver and front passenger

 • Electronic Stability Control (ESC), 
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS), 
Emergency Brake Assist (EBA), 
Electronic Brake-force Distribution 
(EBD) and Hill Start Assist (HSA)

 • LED mirror indicator lights
 • Highway indicators – one touch 
3-flash indication

 • Full size temporary spare wheel
 • ECO Mode
 • Automatic windscreen wipers 
with rain sensor

 • Automatic dusk sensing headlights
 • ISOFIX child seat fixing points 

on rear outermost seats
 • Dark carbon cloth upholstery
 • Leather wrapped steering wheel
 • Welcome sequence with lighting 
signature illumination upon opening

Options
 • Metallic paint
 • ADAS Pack – Advanced emergency 
braking system (Inter-urban),  
lane departure warning system  
and automatic high/low beam

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK

http://www.renault.com.au/vehicles/cars/megane/hatch/life


 • R-LINK 2 – Navigation and Arkamys 
multimedia system with 7" capacitive 
touchscreen, 8 speakers, AUX, USB, 
and fingertip controls

 • Front and rear parking sensors
 • Electronic parking brake
 • 16" Silverline alloy wheels
 • LED daytime running lights with  
3D Edge effect

 • LED mirror indicator lights
 • Full size temporary spare wheel
 • Roof rails^

 • Dark carbon cloth upholstery

Options
 • Metallic paint
 • braking system (Inter-urban),  
lane departure warning system  
and automatic high/low beam

MEGANE ZEN (LIFE +)

Key features

Dark carbon cloth upholstery

 16" Silverline alloys

*Bluetooth compatibility may vary depending on phone. Not available on Hatch.

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK

http://www.renault.com.au/vehicles/cars/megane/hatch/zen#features


 • ADAS Pack - Advanced Emergency Braking 
System, lane departure warning system 
and automatic high/low beam

 • Electric panoramic sunroof –  
front opening, tilting, and sliding

 • 17" Decaro alloy wheels
 • Easy Park Assist – parking 
assistance system

 • Blind Spot Warning (BSW)
 • MULTI-SENSE – Personalised driver 
modes and interior ambience

 • Heated front seats
 • Side parking sensors
 • Split folding rear bench seat 60:40 with 
rear armrest and cup holders

 • R-LINK 2 – Navigation and Arkamys 
multimedia system with 8.7" capacitive 
touchscreen, 8 speakers, AUX, USB, 

and fingertip controls
 • Instrument display with colour 
7" TFT screen –  with personalised 
design settings

 • Front chrome door sill platesBlack 
Alcantara upholstery

 • Front sports seats with 
integrated headrests

 • Gloss black honeycomb front lower grille
 • Chrome exhaust tip
 • Roof rails*

 • Easy folding quick release rear seats*

 • Boot organiser*

 • Boot sill plate*

 • Rear privacy glass
 • ADAS including advanced emergency 
braking system (Inter-urban), 
lane departure warning system, adaptive 

cruise control, blind spot warning 
and automatic high/low beam

Options 
 • Metallic paint
 • Premium Pack - BOSE® premium sound 
system, AUX, USB, and fingertip controls, 
and Pure Vision LED headlights

MEGANE GT-LINE (ZEN +)

Black Alcantara upholstery

17" Decaro alloys

^Available on Wagon variants only

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK

http://www.renault.com.au/vehicles/cars/megane/hatch/gt-line


 • 4CONTROL – Four wheel steering system
 • Renault Sport chassis and suspension
 • 18" Magny-Cours alloy wheels
 • Black and blue Alcantara upholstery
 • Multi-downshift – advanced gear change 
down system' R.S. Drive Mode

 • Steering column mounted 
paddle shifts

 • Launch Control
 • GT Enhanced braking system
 • Aluminium accelerator and brake pedals
 • Gloss black honeycomb front upper 
and lower grille

 • Renault Sport GT front bumper
 • Renault Sport signature badge
 • Tyre repair kit*

Options
 • Metallic paint
 • Premium Pack - BOSE® premium sound 
system, AUX, USB, and fingertip controls, 
and Pure Vision LED headlights

MEGANE GT (GT-LINE +)

Key features

Black and blue Alcantara upholstery

18" Magny-Cours alloys

^Available on Wagon variants only

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK

http://www.renault.com.au/vehicles/cars/megane/hatch/gt


Genuine Accessories

2.

4.

3.

Hatch

1.

The range of Genuine Accessories offers solutions for the 
Megane Hatch to integrate perfectly into your lifestyle. The 
added comfort, style and convenience will ensure an enhanced 
level of driver comfort, while the storage and cargo accessories 
will ensure your cargo arrives safety to your destination to 
make every adventure - big or small - a memorable one.

1. Aluminium roof bars and roof pod
2. Ski carrier - 4 ski Also available: Ski carrier - 6 ski 
3. EasyFlex cargo liner 
4. Bicycle carrier - Euroride, 2 bikes  
Other cycling accessories available

View the full range of accessories, including pricing and part 
numbers, at renault.com.au



Wagon

The versatility of the Megane Wagon lends well to the many 
aspects of your life, whether it be your daily commute or the 
next road trip.  Add in a selection from the range of Genuine 
Accessories and it’s sure make the integration of the Wagon into 
your lifestyle even more compelling. 

1. Towbar and Cycling carrier - 2 bikes
2. Sun visor kit for side, quarter panel and rear windows 
3. Cargo net Horizontal and vertical available 
4. EasyFlex cargo liner
5. Door sill protection

View the full range of accessories, including pricing and part 
numbers, at renault.com.au

Genuine Accessories

2. 4.

5.

3.

1.



Technical specifications
MEGANE HATCH MEGANE WAGON

LIFE ZEN GT-LINE GT ZEN GT-LINE GT
TCe  130
Manual

TCe 130 
Automatic

TCe 130 
Automatic

TCe 130 
Automatic

TCe 205  
Automatic

TCe 130 
Automatic

TCe 130 
Automatic

TCe 205 
Automatic

Body type Hatch Wagon

Seating capacity 5

ENGINE
Capacity (cc) 1198 1618 1198 1618

No. of cylinders/valves 4/16

Bore x stroke (mm) 72.2 x 73.1 79.7 x 81.1 72.2 x 73.1 79.7 x 81.1

Max. power (kW (hp) @ rpm) 97 (130) @ 5500 151 (205)  
@ 6000 97 (130) @ 5500 151 (205) @ 

6000

Max. torque (Nm @ rpm) 205 @ 2000 280 @ 2400 205 @ 2000 280 @ 2400

Fuel type (minimum) Premium unleaded or 95 or 98 RON

Fuel injection type Direct

TRANSMISSION
Type Manual gearbox Dual clutch EDC automatic gearbox

Number of gears 6 7

Speeds at 1000 rpm in: 1st gear 7.87 6.2 6.23 6.2 6.23

2nd gear 15.07 9.79 9.84 9.79 9.84

3rd gear 22.19 15.3 15.38 15.3 15.38

4th gear 30.1 21.89 22.2 21.89 22.2

5th gear 38.46 28.66 28.81 28.66 28.81

6th gear 45.98 35.83 36.04 35.83 36.04

7th gear - 43.3 43.53 43.3 43.53

STEERING
Turning circle between kerbs (m) 11.2 10.4 11.4 10.4

WHEELS
Tyres 205/55 R16  205/50 R17 225/40 R18 205/55 R16  205/50 R17 225/40 R18

BRAKING (mm)

Front Ventilated disc - 280x24 Ventilated disc - 
320x28 Ventilated disc - 280x24 Ventilated disc - 

320x28

Rear Regular disc - 260x8 Regular disc - 
290x11 Regular disc - 260x8 Regular disc - 

290x11

PERFORMANCE
Max. speed (km/h) 198 199 230 197 230

0-100 km/h (seconds) 10.6 10.3 7.1 11.7 7.4

FUEL CONSUMPTION^

Emission standard Euro 6

Combined cycle (L/100km) 5.5 5.6 6 6.2 6

CO2 emissions (g/km) 124 125 134 139 134

Extra urban cycle (L/100km) 4.7 4.9 4.9 5.4 4.9

Urban cycle (L/100km) 6.9 6.8 7.8 7.5 7.8

CAPACITY (L)
Fuel tank 50

WEIGHTS (kg)
Kerb weight (unladen) 1248 1265 1392 1337 1430

Maximum towing weight, braked 1300 1300 1300 1300 1400

Maximum towing weight, unbraked 660 670 730 705 750

VOLUME (L)
Boot volume 434 580

With rear seat bench folded down 1247 1504
 
^ Vehicle tested in accordance with ADR 81/02 based on combined cycle (city/highway).  
Actual fuel consumption and CO2 emissions depend on factors such as traffic conditions, vehicle condition and how you drive.



Equipment & options  

SAFETY AND SECURITY
Airbags
Driver & passenger adaptive front airbags • • • • • • •

Lateral pelvis & chest-level airbags for driver & front passenger • • • • • • •

Front and rear curtain airbags • • • • • • •

Braking
Electronic Stability Control (ESC) • • • • • • •

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) • • • • • • •

Emergency Brake Assist (EBA) • • • • • • •

Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD) • • • • • • •

GT Enhanced braking system - - - • - - •

Hill Start Assist (HSA) • • • • • • •

Electronic parking brake - • • • • • •

Lighting
Pure Vision LED headlights - - ¤ Premium Pack ¤ Premium Pack - ¤  Premium Pack ¤  Premium Pack
LED mirror indicator lights • • • • • • •

Highway indicators - one tap 3-flash indication • • • • • • •

Front and rear fog lights • • - - • - -
Rear fog lights - - • • - • •

Headlights with «see me home» function via key • • • • • • •

Parking aids
Front parking sensors - • • • • • •

Rear parking sensors • • • • • • •

Side parking sensors - - • • - • •

Rear view camera • • • • • • •

Easy Park Assist - parking assistance system - - • • - • •

Safety Features
Auto-door lock when driving • • • • • • •

Automatic ‘walk away’ door locking • • • • • • •

Full size temporary spare wheel** • • • - • • -
Tyre repair kit - - - - - - •

Space saver spare wheel - - - • - - -

ISOFIX child seat fixing points on rear outermost seats • • • • • • •

Tyre pressure monitor • • • • • • •

Seat belt warning • • • • • • •

Driver support systems
Cruise control with speed limiter • • • • • • •

Advanced emergency braking system (AEBS) - (Inter-urban) ¤  ADAS Pack ¤  ADAS Pack • • ¤  ADAS Pack • •

Lane departure warning system (LDW) ¤  ADAS Pack ¤  ADAS Pack • • ¤  ADAS Pack • •

Distance warning (DW) - - • • - • •

Adaptive cruise control - - • • - • •

Blind spot warning (BSW) - - • • - • •

Automatic high/low beam (AHL) ¤  ADAS Pack ¤  ADAS Pack • • ¤  ADAS Pack • •

ECO Mode • • • - • • -
R.S. Drive Mode - - - • - - •

MULTI-SENSE - Personalised driver modes & interior ambience - - • • - • •

Renault Sport chassis and suspension - - - • - - •

Steering column mounted paddle shifts - - - • - - •

4CONTROL - Four wheel steering system - - - • - - •

Multi-downshift - advanced gear change down system - - - • - - •

Launch Control - - - • - - •

INTERIOR FEATURES
Comfort
Engine start button • • • • • • •

Height adjustable front headrests • • - - • - -
3 Height adjustable rear headrests • • • • • • •

Split folding rear bench seat 60:40 • • - - • - -
Split folding rear bench seat 60:40 with rear armrest & cup holders - - • • - • •

Automatic windscreen wipers with rain sensor • • • • • • •

Automatic dusk sensing headlights • • • • • • •

Remote central locking with Renault Smart Key Card • • • • • • •

Dual zone climate control air conditioning with toxicity sensor • • • • • • •

One-touch front and rear electric windows with anti-pinch • • • • • • •

Front and rear LED courtesy cabin lights - - • • - • •

Automatic dimming rear view mirror - ¤ Sun Pack • • ¤  Sun Pack • •

Electric demisting door mirrors • • • • • • •

Electric adjustable folding door mirrors - - • • - • •

MEGANE HATCH MEGANE WAGON
LIFE ZEN GT-LINE GT ZEN GT-LINE GT



Heated front seats - - • • - • •

Driver’s seat with lumbar adjustment • • • • • • •

Height adjustable driver’s seat • • • • • • •

One-touch easy folding rear seat system - - - - - • •

Height adjustable passenger seat • • • • • • •

Boot sill plate - - - - - • •

Boot organiser - - - - - • •

Entertainment
12 volt socket - front and rear • • • • • • •

R-LINK 2 - Multimedia system with custom home screens • - - - - - -

R-LINK 2 - Navigation and multimedia system 
with custom home screens - • • • • • •

Landscape 7" capacitive touchscreen, AUX, 2x USB,  
and fingertip controls • • - - • - -

Portrait 8.7" capacitive touchscreen, AUX, 2x USB, 
and fingertip controls - - • • - • •

3D Sound by Arkamys with 8x speakers • • • • • • •

BOSE® premium sound system including subwoofer,  
and digital amplifier - - ¤ Premium Pack ¤ Premium Pack - ¤  Premium Pack ¤  Premium Pack

Bluetooth® phone pairing with audio streaming* • • • • • • •

3 dial analogue instrument display with digital trip computer • • - - • - -
Instrument display with colour 7" TFT screen – 
with personalised design settings - - • • - • •

Welcome sequence with lighting signature 
illumination upon opening • • - - • - -

Welcome sequence with lighting signature 
illumination and ground lighting upon approach - - • • - • •

Styling
Front chrome door sill plates - - • • - • •

Front centre storage console with sliding armrest • • • • • • •

Aluminium accelerator and brake pedals - - - • - - •

Black and blue Alcantara upholstery - - - • - - •

Black Alcantara upholstery - - • - - • -
Dark carbon fabric upholstery • • - - • - -
Front sports seats with integrated headrests - - • • - • •

Leather wrapped steering wheel • • - - • - -
Nappa leather steering wheel - - • • - • •

Height and reach adjustable steering wheel • • • • • • •

EXTERIOR DESIGN
Styling
Gloss black honeycomb front grille - - • • - • •

Front aerodynamic air guides • • • • • • •

Renault Sport GT front bumper - - - • - - •

Chrome exhaust tip - - • • - • •

LED daytime running lights •

LED daytime running lights with 3D Edge effect - • • • • • •

Rear LED lights with 3D Edge effect • • • • • • •

16" Complea flex wheels • - - -

16" Silverline alloy wheels - • - - • - -
17" Decaro alloy wheels - - • - - • -
18" Magny-Cours alloy wheels - - - • - - •

Chrome window and door handle trim • • • • • • •

Satin grey door mirrors - - • • - • •

Rear privacy glass - - • • - • •

GT-Line signature badge - - • - - • -
Renault Sport signature badge - - - • @ - •

Electric panoramic sunroof - Front opening, tilting, and sliding - ¤ Sun Pack • ¤ - • ¤ 

OPTIONS
Metallic paint ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ 

Sun Pack - Sunroof Pack - Automatic dimming rear view mirror, sun 
visor with illuminated mirror - ¤ - ¤ ¤ - ¤ 

Premium Pack - R-LINK 2 - BOSE® premium sound system, AUX, 
USB, and fingertip controls, and Pure Vision LED headlights - - ¤ ¤ - ¤ ¤ 

ADAS Pack - Advanced emergency braking system (AEBS) -  
(Inter-urban), Lane departure warning system (LDW), 
Automatic High/Low beam (AHL)

¤ ¤ - - ¤ - -

* Bluetooth compatibility may vary depending on phone
** Full size temporary spare wheel not compatible with Premium Pack on GT-Line (replaced by Tyre repair kit)

MEGANE HATCH MEGANE WAGON
LIFE ZEN GT-LINE GT ZEN GT-LINE GT



Dimensions

Overseas model shown.

Megane Hatch

DIMENSIONS (mm)

A Overall length 4359 4356 (GT)

B Wheelbase 2670

C Front overhang 919

D Rear overhang 771

E Width between front wheels 1591

F Width between rear wheels 1586

G Overall width with folded mirrors 1814

G1 Overall width 2058

H Overall height 1438 1436  (GT)

H1 Height with open boot 2044

J Boot sill height 750

K Ground clearance 120

L Rear knee room 179

M Front elbow room 1418

DIMENSIONS (mm)

M1 Rear elbow room 1420

N Front shoulder room 1441

N1 Rear shoulder room 1390

P Front headroom at 14 degrees 886

Q Rear headroom at 14 degrees 866

Y Upper boot entrance width 903

Y1 Lower boot entrance width 1081

Y2 Width between wheel arches 1111

Z1 Max. loading length with rear seats 
folded down

1582

Z2 Loading length behind rear seats 469



Overseas model shown.

Megane Wagon

DIMENSIONS (mm)

A Overall length 4626
B Wheelbase 2712
C Front overhang 919
D Rear overhang 995
E Width between front wheels 1584 1574 (GT)
F Width between rear wheels 1587 1577 (GT)
G Overall width 1814
G1 Overall width with folded mirrors 2058
H Overall height 1441 1451 (GT)

H1 Height with open boot 2038
J Boot sill height 601
K Ground clearance 117

DIMENSIONS (mm)

L Rear knee room 216
M Front elbow room 1492
M1 Rear elbow room 1412
N Front shoulder room 1441
N1 Rear shoulder room 1377
O Front headroom at 14 degrees 886
P Rear headroom at 14 degrees 871
Y Upper boot entrance width 854
Y1 Lower boot entrance width 1036

Y2 Width between wheel arches 1109
Z1 Max. loading length with 

rear seats folded down
1754

Z2 Loading length behind rear seats 950



Our quality. 
Your peace of mind.
When you choose a Renault, you enjoy years of worry-free 
motoring, backed by a trusted and reliable brand.

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK FIND A DEALER

Comprehensive Warranty 

Renault has been building and racing motor vehicles for more 
than 100 years, creating a legacy of invention, innovation 
and a competitive spirit that drives us to excel. The wealth of 
experience we’ve gained is reflected in the design, performance 
and quality of every vehicle we sell. We’re so confident that your 
new Renault will provide you with many years of reliable and 
enjoyable driving that we’re backing our quality promise with a 
comprehensive 5 years unlimited kilometre warranty on all of 
our passenger vehicles excluding R.S. variants.

24/7 Roadside Assistance

As a new Renault owner, you are backed by Renault’s 24/7 
Roadside Assistance for up to four years when you service your 
vehicle with Renault, regardless of how many kilometres you 
travel. Simply call 1800 009 008 and we’ll provide the support 
you need. Available 24/7, 365 day a year, all across Australia.

Capped Price Servicing

Fantastic Renault value doesn’t end once you’ve got your new 
vehicle home – you’ll enjoy the benefits of lower maintenance 
costs for your first 3 years or 90,000 km (whichever occurs first) 
behind the wheel. The Capped Price Service program covers 
the cost of all genuine parts, lubricants and labour required for 
standard scheduled maintenance services. And because you’re 
busy, Renault vehicles are designed to require servicing only 
once per calendar year or every 30,000km (whichever occurs 
first) – not every six months like some manufacturers.

Genuine Renault Parts

Genuine Renault parts, lubricants and accessories are of 
the highest quality and specifically designed for Renault 
vehicles. They are purpose-built to our exacting specifications, 
guaranteeing fit, function and performance first and every 
time. They are also covered by our 1 year unlimited kilometres 
warranty. Authorised Renault Dealers keep high stock levels of 
commonly used genuine Renault parts to ensure continuous 
availability.

Call our Customer Service Team on 1800 009 008 or view the Terms and Conditions statement here.

http://www.renault.com.au/vehicles
http://www.renault.com.au/dealers/locator
http://www.renault.com.au/drivingpeaceofmind


For more information 
visit renault.com.au

For more information, call 1800 009 008 or visit www.renault.com.au. Details are correct at the time of publication and are subject to change. Vehicles depicted in this brochure are overseas models 
and are shown for illustration purposes only; Australian vehicles may differ in features, specifications, equipment, accessories and/or colour. Vehicle Distributors Australia Pty Ltd reserves the right 
to discontinue or change its models at its discretion and without prior notice, including features, specifications, equipment, accessories available and colour. The colours in the photographs may vary 
from actual colours. Please consult your Renault dealer for the latest information on models, features, specifications, prices, options and availability. 
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